CHAPTER FOURTEEN

Your Consciousness is
Your Faith

1. The entire Universe is nothing but pure God Energy . .
. vibrating, thinking, knowing . . . omnipresent, omni-

scient, omnipotent. And within this Divine Radiance is the
attribute of Absolute Faith . . . total belief, total confidence.
total trust. total certainty, total conviction in Itself.
2. As this Infinite Presence and Power of Absolute Fidelity
expresses aJ- you, as It brings the whole thrust of the Universe
into individualization, It also brings with It the incredible
Energy of Faith to serve as one of your Divine Powers. This
Power is the very foundation of your Soul-the energy of
your consciousness.
3. Faith 2" your consciousness. You think, feel, speak and
act according to your consciousness, according to your faith.
Faith is the substance (the creative energy) of things hoped
for. the evidence of things unseen, therefore, your consciousness is that which stands under and supports (the substance
of) that which you are experiencing in your world. Your consciousness is t h e p r e ~ e n evidence
t
of what you will experience
in your life as your thoughts and emotions are externalized.
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4 . If your consciousness is filled with fear and anxiety, that
is where your faith is. You are putting your faith in the possibility and probability of misfortune, lack and limitation.
Your consciousness, which is your faith, your substance, must
by law act upon itself. Thus, you, as Creative Energy, will create in your world exactly those conditions you fear (have faith
in).
3 . Everything in your life is vibrating according to a certain
pitch and frequency. Your body, home, car, clothes, job, relationships, and money are all energy in motion-all vibrating in
absolute exactness to the vibration of your consciousness.
Your faith vibration attracts that which you have and experience in this world because like m u s t attract like! Where is
your faith? Look around you. If your faith is in an allsufficiency, then so it is ir! your life. If your faith is pulsating
to a "just getting by" frequency, then so it is in your world. If
your faith is on the dial-set of insufficiency, then there will
never be enough to meet your needs. Your world simply
reflects your faith.
6. The faculty of Divine Faith (Faith Energy pulsating
according to its divine vibration) may represent -only a tiny
particle of light within your lower mind at the present time.
But Jesus said that if your faith was no larger than a grain of
mustard seed (or just a faint glow of light), you could level a
mountain. Now Jesus didn't kid around. When he made a
statement, you could bet your life on it. But then we ask:
"What about that mountain of debt, this peak of despair in
my relationships, that volcano that has erupted in my body,
those rising fears regarding my career?" Could the answer be
that you have not recognized this Power Center as being an
integral part of your individualized cosmic system? Could it
simply be that you are not aware that you have this inexhaustible Power right at your disposal?
7 . Perhaps you have not been aware of the Energy of Faith,
yet you have been using it. You may not have known that you
had this Power, but all the time it's been the basic ingredient
in all your creative activities-and many of those creations
have been of a negative nature. You have created illness
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through the energy of faith- faith in drafts, weather, heredity, germs, viruses, old age, decay and disease. And through
your power of faith you have created lack and limitationfaith in the economy, in money as your supply, in the intentions of others, in your own scheming and manipulating. You
are not alone. We have all created a world of illusion with our
faith. Everytime we say that we are afraid of something, we
are putting our faith in that something. What we feared most
comes upon us because our faith brings it to us. If we believe
that anything negative can happen in our lives, then we are
vulnerable to it. If we believe in the possibility of accidents,
disease, failure, or suffering of any kind, we are lowering the
rate of our faith vibration and sending out negative energy to
attract misfortune into our lives.
8. When we become aware of our Power of Faith, the
energy from that Center begins to work for us according to
the Divine Standard, the original High Vibration. Think of it
this way: If you do not hnow that you have a certain attribute, a specific power, then your activities and decisions are
based on a power outside of you. Through this belief in an
outside power, you are actually transferring (giving up) a
God-given power that you didn't even know you had-and
you are giving it to the so-called "outside forces." These forces
then become the master and you become the servant. However, when you begin to recognize that you have an incredible Power Center within your consciousness-one that
represents the very Power of God - then you are calling forth
the pure form of that energy to be used in transforming your
life.
Spiritual Activity
Let's d o something about that faith energy that you have
been using in negative ways. Say to yourself, aloud and then
silently with great feeling: I a m the Power of Faith! Let that
idea roll around in your mind for a few minutes and seep
down into your emotional nature. Feel its vibration as your
entire energy field begins to strengthen, firm u p , become
substantial (filled with substance).
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Now slowly contemplate these statements:
I believe there is NOTHING God cannot do. I believe
there is nothing God cannot do THROUGH me. I believe
there is nothing God cannot do AS me. God is my Self,
therefore there is nothing that 1 cannot do. Nothing is too
good for God, and nothing is too good for me!

The pure energy of Faith is now flooding your consciousness, transmuting thc ncgative frequencies and restoring your
soul to the spiritual vibration. And with this kind of consciousness, you can subdue kingdoms, bring forth righteousness, stop the mouths of lions, quench the violence of fire,
and escape the edge of the sword. (See Heb. 11, 1 1 : 3 3 - 3 4 ) .
The Faith Power is located in the upper part of your energy
field corresponding to the center of your physical brain.
Accordingly, you use your thinking mind to first contact this
Power. See it with your inner vision as being half-way
between your eyes and the back of your head, as a small circle
of light. As you bring the light into your awareness and begin
to focus on it, noticc what happens. It begins to intensify,
first radiating upward to fill the head and continuing to
move up until the entire upper part of your energy field is
bathed in brilliant light. Then the light begins to project outward to each side of your energy field, reaching to the outer
limits. Now it moves downward until it fills your entire field
of consciousness with pulsating energy. Practice this exercise,
knowing that as the light radiates from its center position,
you are watching pure God Energy move through your mental, emotional and physical systems . . . purifying, transmuting and saturating your being with the High Vibration of
Faith.
Following this exercise, bring your point of contact with
the Faith Energy to your heart center by feeling the very core
of this Power right in your heart. Feel the vibration, and
speak these words aloud and then silently:

I love the Faith I AM with all my heart, and I now draw
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forth the omnipotence of this incredible Energy and command it to fill my feeling nature with its Power. Come
forth, my Faith! Saturate my emotions with total trust,
total certainty, total conviction in myself as a Being of
God. I AM Substance. I AM Creative Energy. I AM God
being me now. Through the pure Energy of Faith, I feel
this Truth!
Now bring your point of contact with the Faith Energy u p
to your throat center, and feel that new strength in your
throat. Speak these words aloud and then silently with great
feeling:
Through the Power of Faith, I speak the word and it shall
not return unto me void. I AM omnipotence made manifest on earth. I AM unlimited. I have the Power, and I use
the Power rightly and wisely and lovingly in the name of
Almighty God.
Let your point of contact with the Faith Energy now be
between your brows. and speak these words aloud and then
silently with great concentration:

I AM a master mind, created in the image of God, and I
dedicate my mind to the service of God and to all GodKind everywhere. My mind is power-full, filled-full with
the Energy of Faith, and there is nothing that I cannot do.
Move your vision u p to just above the top of your head,
and speak these words aloud and then silently with great reverence:
I place my Faith in the Reality I AM, the very Christ of
God. I now let my world reflect the Divine Activity of love,
life and abundance, for my Faith has made m e whole.
Work with the Power of Faith daily, knowing that this awesome force will penetrate into the depths of consciousness
12')
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and burn away all error thoughts and negative beliefs. It is
the rock upon which you shall build the foundatiori for a full,
glorious and lasting spiritual consciousness. It is indeed the
key to mastery!

